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I. I NFLUENCE O F PARAMETER C HANGING O N S EGMENTATION R ESULTS
Most of the parameters such as some thresholds are tuned through many experimental tests and can
work well for all the experiments. The only parameters we have to tune are the mean shift parameters
which can control the granularity of segmentation as shown in Fig. 1 of our manuscript. Besides, we
have experimented the “Road” example with the most important parameters wc , wd and ws changed to
0.9 respectively in the iterative optimization stage, as shown in Fig. 1. Since wc , wd and ws control the

Gaussian models of color, disparity and spatial distribution respectively without temporal statistics, they
should not be set too large. Otherwise, the generated segmentation results cannot preserve consistent
boundaries well, and will contain many segmentation noises, as shown in Fig. 1(b-d).
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Segmentation results of “Road” sequence with different parameter settings for iterative optimization. (a) Two selected

original frames. (b) The segmentation results with wc = 0.9, wh = 0.05, wd = 0.01 and ws = 0.04. (c) The results with
wc = 0.04, wh = 0.05, wd = 0.01 and ws = 0.9. (d) The results with wc = 0.04, wh = 0.05, wd = 0.9 and ws = 0.01. (e)
The results with parameter setting in our manuscript. (f) The magnified regions of the red rectangles in (a-e).
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Comparison with motion-based spatio-temporal segmentation on “Road” sequence. (a) Three selected original frames.

(b) The motion-based segmentation results. (c) Our depth-based segmentation results. (d) The magnified regions of the red
rectangles in (a-c).

II. C OMPARISON W ITH M OTION -BASED S PATIO -T EMPORAL S EGMENTATION R ESULTS
Although temporal correspondences and statistics can also be collected using motion information
across consecutive frames, the results of motion-based spatio-temporal segmentation are unsatisfactory,
as shown in Fig. 2. We experiment the “Road” example using optical flows [1]. Compared to our depthbased segmentation (Fig. 2(c)), the motion-based segmentation results are inconsistent in both spatial and
temporal domains, with a variety of segmentation errors along object boundaries, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
The projection overlapping rate of the motion-based segmentation results is 77.39%, which indicates a
lower temporal stability compared to the overlapping rate of our depth-based segmentation (92.43%). The
reason is that motion information is unreliable especially along the depth-discontinuous boundaries due
to occlusions, and can therefore only be tracked within no more than 5 consecutive neighboring frames,
which are not enough for collecting robust temporal correspondences and statistics to ensure temporal
consistency.
III. S EGMENTATION R ESULTS

OF

F ORWARD C AMERA M OTION

Our spatio-temporal segmentation can handle kinds of camera motion. Fig 3 shows the segmentation
results of a sequence where the camera moves forward. As can be seen, the segmented volume segments
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Fig. 3.
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The segmentation results of “Forward” sequence. Top: selected frames. Bottom:: the segmentation results.

are very temporally consistent among different frames, which demonstrates the robustness of the proposed
method.
IV. S EGMENTATION R ESULTS

OF

C HALLENGING W IDE - BASELINE I MAGES

Given an extremely small number of wide-baseline images, the collected statistics may be degraded and
handling the problems of large occlusions or out-of-view will become more difficult, which may cause
our method to produce unsatisfactory segmentation results. Fig. 4 shows a challenging example 1 , which
only contains 3 wide-baseline images. Fig. 4(b-f) show the depth maps, mean-shift segmentation results,
computed probabilistic boundary maps, the spatial segmentation results, and our final spatio-temporal
segmentation results, respectively. Even in this extreme case, our segmentation results still preserve most
accurate and temporally consistent object boundaries, except for the individual regions as highlighted by
yellow rectangles in Fig. 4(f). As shown in Fig. 4(e), some regions in different frames correspond to the
same object but could not be matched due to low projection overlapping rate caused by the problem of
out-of-view. It eventually results in unsatisfactory segmentation results, as shown in Fig. 4(l): a unified
region are separated into different regions, however, which have rather similar colors and depths, as
shown in Fig. 4(g-h).
1

This dataset is downloaded from the Middlebury stereo evaluation website [2]:

http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/data/
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(l)

The segmentation results of “Teddy” sequence. (a) The whole sequence. (b) The depth maps. (c) The mean shift

segmentation results. (d) The computed probabilistic boundary maps. (e) Our spatial segmentation results. After segment
matching, the matched segments are represented with unique color. (f) Our final spatio-temporal segmentation results. (g-l)
The magnified regions of (a-f).
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